The following was sent to the listserv.

Implementation Guidance Letter

As we encounter new Implementation Guideline-related issues that arise over the next few months, we will be distributing “Implementation Guidance Letters” that address these issues. The content of these letters carries the same weight as the content in the KYAE Implementation Guideline and should be adhered to in the same manner as the guide itself. All information shared in Implementation Guidance Letters will be posted on KAERS under the State Resources along with other KYAE documentation (e.g., KAERS manual, Implementation Guideline Updates, etc.).

The first Implementation Guidance Letter is now posted in KAERS for your viewing.

Thanks,

Cody Davidson, Ph.D.
Director of Administrative Leadership for Kentucky Adult Education
Kentucky Council on Postsecondary Education
1024 Capital Center Dr., Suite 250
Frankfort, KY 40601
Office: 502-573-5114, x373
Cody.Davidson@ky.gov
www.kyae.ky.gov